posal of their property, but attempts not to indicate the nature of that condition which shall be called lunacy. This tough subject is one with which Parliament law could never grapple; it has always been left to the judges, and has therefore, like other judge-made law, been developed from a remote and barbarous antiquity, until it has gradually assumed its present shape.
"Were the records extant, it would notj be less curious than instructive to trace the development of the common law on lunacy from that distant period when the ravings of the madman were listened to as the inspired wisdom of the gods, through those more enlightened and not very remote times when madness began to be recognised as a disease, though demoniac possession was still credited, and poor old women were judicially dismissed from life for the crime of witchcraft.
From the decisions of Chief-Justice
Hale we would willingly trace the progress of opinion to our own times, but the running to and fro over this ground has been so great, that the onward track is lost; so we must come at once to the highly important authoritative and decisive expression of the law as enunciated by all the judges, in answer to the interrogatories of the Peers after the trial of McNaughten. This consummation of common-law wisdom in lunacy was so perfect that it gave way on the first strain.* The fragments, however, are supposed to do service at the present time.
A great jurist tells us that judges make law for us as we make law for Even these modifications are made in obedience to public opinion; for in a free country law is said to be the practical expression of the information and spirit of the age, though it cannot be denied that in administration it usually lags far behind its ruler and preceptor. But In the majority of instances, therefore, a well-shaped head will be coincident with a welldeveloped mind: but it will require observations collected with more discrimination, and recorded with more accuracy, than any which the phrenologists can at present adduce, to show that this coincidence takes place more frequently than a similar one between the shape of the countenance, of the hand, or of the human figure, and " The doctrine of responsibility, which appears to me to be alone consistent with reason, religion, and morality, is simply this,?that so far from the Creator having sent into the world some beings who are responsible, and others who are exempt from responsibility, there is in fact no exception whatever; and that every human being is alike responsible?responsible (according to the degree of his departure, either in mind or body, from that degree of sanity necessary to the proper discharge of his social duties) to undergo the painful but benevolent treatment which is requisite for his cure." This is the responsibility of the phrenologists, who appear to know that it is often easier to explain away a thing than a name, but it is not the responsibility of the common law, and is in fact quite a different thing. If, therefore, the opinions of medical men on subjects of mental science, Habits of mind of a passive nature lead more directly than active ones to this melancholy result; thus the disposition to be unduly moved by the trivial annoyances of life, if it causes the resistance and the habit of peevishness, never exceeds a certain limit, which, although it may render the subject of it very ineligible for a club or a mess-room, does not entitle him to the benefits of an asylum; whereas, if the same disposition exists without causing resistance, but occasioning only disquiet and low spirits, it is in a fair way to lead its victim to helpless dejection, melancholy, and insanity.
Our active habits are bounded and limited by the external resistance they meet with; our passive habits are unlimited, and, like the tub of the Danaides, can never be filled. It should be observed,' that excessive emotions thus overgrowing and dominating the mind, cannot correctly be said to cause insanity, as sudden fright or grief will cause an attack of mania. Properly speaking, they constitute the disease. Thus, checked perspiration causes rheumatic fever; but an excessive quantity of blood, or an accumulation of fat, constitute abnormal conditions of the human frame, which impede the due performance of the functions, and are practically recognised as serious diseases.
If, therefore, it be admitted that the emotions and passions, gradually acquiring an inordinate power, and carried to an undue extent, are capable
